ACTIVATION OF CRYSTALLINE LIGHT BODY—Vywamus, 12D 2000
Vywamus is a being who has a great interest in the lightening up of the people on planet Earth,
and also in connecting them with the Mahatma energy. Another thing I found out about him this
year is that he’s very much concerned in the activation of the channeling process in human
beings. [stories of channeling workshops with translators—Iceland and Belgium]
If you want to channel any energy, it’s very easy. You make the affirmation “I AM” and then the
name of who you’re going to work with. The next rule of channeling of course is to open your
mouth.
I AM Vywamus. Well, my friends. It is a great pleasure to be in such a situation, with so many
shining beings in one place. If you could see the splendor of the energy that you all are, the
splendor of the love that you all are, I would say that many of you would be overwhelmed.
Because in this situation, when I look at your energies, of this group and as individuals, I feel in
some ways myself overwhelmed. Your pulsating shining light, your pulsating shining love, and
as each and every one of you know, and as I know, over the coming days you will become
brighter, you will become more love, you will become more light. It is my place in this process, or
the place that I have been given in this situation, to aid you in the absorption or the integration of
more love. But let us look at the word “absorption”. Many tend to think that becoming more light
is just a process of getting yourself to shine more. But for you to become more light, for you to
integrate this light into your physical body, you need to absorb this light, you need to absorb this
love. You need to absorb it into the crystalline nature of the human body, the crystalline nature of
your spiritual bodies, or your multidimensional bodies, as some of you would know them. You
need to absorb this love and this light into every aspect of your physical structure, and as I said,
your multidimensional structure.
Now many don’t understand that the whole of creation is crystalline. The WHOLE of creation is
crystallline. And these energies, which you may term higher dimensional energies, that you have
access to with your spiritual bodies or higher dimensional bodies are also crystalline in nature.
And the bodies that you use to live, have your being, or experience in these other dimensional
realities are also crystalline. The Christ Consciousness grids are crystalline. The energy grids
within the body of Mother Earth are crystalline. Shamballa, the city of harmony, perfection, love,
balance is crystalline. And every harmonic, or every higher level of that through the dimensional
realities is crystalline also.
So let us now do a little bit of work on activating more of our crystalline light body, this adam
cadmon body of perfection. Germain spoke with you about some of this, earlier this morning, but
I will attempt to give you more clarity on what this adam cadmon body is, and how each and
every one of you were created. All of you starry beings, starry brothers and sisters, you all came
here from other places. You came here at a certain time, of the seeding of the races upon the
planet. Before Mother Earth had a solidity about her body, she was fluid, glass, particles…before
that she was a finer, or higher vibrational energy. As the body of Mother Earth became more
solid, you needed different bodies through which to experience this reality. Previously, in the
times which you may relate to as Lemurian times, you had bodies of light. You communicated
through your thoughts, you manifested everything through thought. You meditated the trees into
being. You meditated the crystals into being, the seas and the rivers, everything. And then, as
the solidification took place more and more and more, your lightbodies weren’t the vehicles that
you needed to experience in this reality, because of the incompatibility of the vibrations. So
human bodies were created. Many would think that the creator of the human bodies, that the
creator of all things—in fact religious philosophies, both Christian and the others, believe that
Yaweh is absolute God. That is not true. Yaweh is the creator of your human bodies. Where
does Yaweh live? Even today Yaweh lives in the constellation of Orion. Yaweh was charged by
the creators of Mother/Father God to create bodies of perfection and harmony, bodies through
which people, or beings, could realize in this dimensional reality that they are harmony, balance,
love, and the other things that go along with it. So the human bodies were created, and you were

also given a body of light, a body of perfection, a body of harmony, love. Through the integration
into your body physical of this light body, this adam cadmon body, you become light. Remember
the word, “enlighten”—you become light! So I Vywamus have very simple ways of aiding you to
activate this adam cadmon body, this space of pure light and pure love, and integrating it into
your body physical.
So breathe, take nice deep breaths. And as you breathe, I’m going to holographically imprint
around the energy vortex within which you now work, a twelve-pointed star…..So I’m now just
forming the 12-pointed star in my mind holographically, I’m forming the crystals that we’re going
to use for the points in my mind. Now I’m programming the crystals to bring light, to bring love, to
bring unconditional love …….Also I’m programming the crystals to interact with your crystalline
light bodies. I’m also going to program these crystals so that no one can change the
programming except I, Vywamus. And now, as I form the star in the mind of this channel, I will
leave it to him to lay the hologram……..so he’s now laying the crystals out around. And in this
moment we will activate them. And as we activate the hologram, we will just make a sound. Now
I activate it [Poof]!………….
And as this hologram activates, it connects with Mother/Father Source, through the heart of the
Creator. Now the energy that is now flowing down this pillar of light will help to further activate the
crystalline nature of your adam cadmon bodies. So let us just spend a short time allowing this
energy to affect the molecular structure, the sub-atomic particles, the microtrons and superelectrons that do compose this crystalline body of light. And as you are spending a few moments
integrating, we will raise the vibrational frequency of the holograms slightly, in very gentle, easy
steps………………………………………..
As you start to vibrate at a faster rate, I’d like you all to make the affirmation in your minds, “I
affirm I am now ready to connect with my I AM Presence—I AM that I AM.”……………”I affirm
that I am ready to connect with my Godself—I AM that I AM.” ………”I affirm that I am an open
vessel, to channel the energies of love, the energies of light—I AM that I AM.” ……….
Now see, feel, allow, imagine yourselves becoming light…now you can see the light building
around you, through your closed eyelids……………..And now at this time we’re going to give you
an opportunity to dispose of self-imposed blockages. Blockages that may have been imposed by
others. And at this time, all you need to do is to affirm that you are ready and willing to allow
these blockages to dissolve—that you are now ready and willing to throw these blockages into
the cosmic recycling bin……..And as you allow these blockages to flow from you, at this time you
may work with out-breaths. And every time that you feel there is a blockage moving, you can
help to get it out by doing a rapid out-breath [Poof…Poof]. As you blow them out we recycle into
love, harmony, light and balance. And in the same moment we fill the spaces left with light and
love, in accordance with Divine Will, in accordance with the will of your I AM Presence. …..
So now at this time also, many of you, whether you know it or not, have parts of yourselves
missing, fragments, fragments of your soul essences—fragments that have split from you at
different times, maybe in different incarnations. Fragments of yourselves that you’ve denied, that
you’ve forgotten about. But this fragmentation makes you not whole. Often it is through situations
that have been engineered by others or by yourselves, things that have affected you very deeply
emotionally…There are many other reasons, but this is one of the main ones. So now what we’re
going to do is we’re going to start bringing back to you all those parts of yourselves that are
splintered and fragmented. We’d like you to work with your breaths again. Breathe in, and as
you breathe in, see, feel, allow, imagine these fragmented parts just coming in to you, merging
with your soul essence. See, feel, allow, imagine yourselves becoming whole……And as you
start to integrate this wholeness, more and more of your blockages, your self-imposed limitations
just fade away into light………………………………………..
And now as you're integrating yourselves according to the will of your I AM Presence, and your
God and Goddess selves, I, Vywamus, will bring more Light, more Love, into the cellular structure

of each and every one of you....................................................And as we're bringing in more of
this Light, this Love, we're also going to get ready to bring in this next initiation....................

